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The following sections introduce a selection of approaches to anticipatory optimizationfor dynamic routing of a service vehicle and covers perfect anticipation, which – from a practical point of view – is limited to
small problem instances. Nevertheless, the realization of perfect anticipation forsmall instances provides valuable insights with respect to approaches featuring lower degrees of anticipation. A number of new approaches featuring a lower degree of anticipation develops actor-critic
methods for the problem of dynamic routing of a service vehicle. Proposes a variety of non-reactive anticipatory approaches to dynamic routing of a service vehicle. Part of the non-reactive approaches are inspired
by ideas present in the literature while others are entirely new approaches
ever to realization of approximate anticipation for dynamic vehicle routing with late customer requests.  2016 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA

INTRODUCTION
However, a successful realization ofperfect anticipation requires some additional reasoning that.
Based on thatprovides empirical results showing that
forward dynamicprogramming generates a perfect
solution. Finallysummarizes the limited effectivness
of perfectanticipation with respect to larger instances
of the problem of dynamic routing of aservice vehicle.

real-time dynamic programming principle as selects
the next state to receive an update by means of making a decision of type

dt*  arg

max [ct(s ,d)+ V
d Dt (st )

t

t

d ,  n 1

( std )

(1)

Such a decision fully determines the next postdecision state, which will receive anupdate as soon
as a new sample estimate of the value of the following pre-decisionstate is available. This means that
the next state to receive an update heavily dependson
n1
State sampling
the current value function estimates Vt d , ( std ) reHowever, a sufficient number of updates for ev- sulting from the previous iterations.
ery state must be guaranteed in order to permit iden- However, exploiting the experience made up to the
tification of an optimal policy. Convergence to the current iteration forchosing the next state to receive
true state values even requires that every state may an update may turn out to be a pitfall. Assume that an
potentially be visited infinitely often. Following the adequate stepsize has been selected for the case of
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= 3. In this case, an optimal policy * must for
example rejectcustomer 2 if he requests for service
at t2 = 1 without any other customer havingrequested
before. Thus, starting from state s1= (0,0,1,0), *
t2

must chose state s1d =(0,0,3,0)over both state s1d =
(0,0,2,0)and state s1d =(2,0,3,0). This, however,,
n 1
atleast requires V1d , (0,0,3,0) , because otherwise the contribution c1receivedfrom confirmation
of customer 2 be exceeded. As the estimated values
of
the
states
(0,0,3,0),
(0,0,2,0),
d
d , 0
(2,0,3,0) s1 areinitializedas V1 (0,0,3,0) =
0

(0,0,2,0) = V1d , (2,0,3,0) = 0, s1d = (0,0,3,0)needs
0
to be updated in order to permit V1d ,
. Unfortunately, such anupdate will never happen as long as
the next state to be updated is selected accordingto
a decision represented by Formula 7.1. Basically
this modification consistsin separating more clearly
the issue of selecting the next state to receive an
update from the issue of generating a sample estimate. An illustration of the resulting typeof state sampling is given in Figure 1. The figure shows one
(gray-shaded) state trajectory,which is generated for
the purpose of selecting states that receive an update. On the contrary, the non gray-shaded states
within the figure are visited only for the purpose of
obtaining a sample estimate of the value of one of
the gray-shaded post-decision states. Starting from
the initial state s 0 = (0,0,0,0)at the first decision time
0= 0 two decisions aremade. The first decision d

*
0

results fromapplication of Formula 1 and represents
the first step of a partial state trajectory which is
generated for obtaining a sample estimate of the
value of the initial state. The ubsequent decisions
required for reaching the terminal state sTof this partial system trajectory are again made according to
Formula 7.1. The single contributions occuring in
the course of this trajectroy are used for updating
the value of the pre-decision state s 0 , which at the
same time may be considered as a virtual post-decision state, preceding . s 0 The second decision made
in state s 0 is of type
(2)
dtz  Z ( Dt (s t ))
with Z(·) being a function that randomly returns
one of the decisions within thecurrent set of feasible

decisions. That is, in state s 0 , d0z Z(D0(s0)). Assigning thesame probability of selection to each of
the feasible decisions at the current pointin time allows for every possible successor post-decision
state to appear. The state s d  , resulting from deci0

z
0

sion d , is selected as the next state to receive an
update.
In order to obtain a sample estimate for carrying
out this update, another partialstate trajectory is
enerated. This trajectory starts from state of the grayshadedtrajectory and evolves by making decisions
ccording to Formula 1. Moreover, atthe same decision time 1a decision d0z Z(D0(s0)). is made in
order to step forwardto the next post-decision state

Figure 1 : Exploration sampling for TD(1)
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to reveive an update. This alternating procedure of
generating a post-decision state to be updated and a
partial trajectory for obtaining a sample estimate is
repeated until the terminal state of the gray-shaded
trajectory is reached. Subsequently the procedure
starts over from the initial state. The key issue of
this sampling procedure consists in the fact that the
states to be updated are no longer selected by exploiting the experience gained from the previous trajectories. Instead the randomized decisions introduce a type of exploration sampling that enforces
updates of even such states that do not seem to be
worth a visit with respect to the experience gained
up to the current iteration.
Solution properties
In order to try to keep the amount of time spent
on stepsize selection at a low level, it makes sense
to check aut the performance of a simple constant
stepsize first. Thus, in preparation of the empirical
results illustrated in this section, a hundred iterations for each of five different constant stepsize values. As a result of these experimental runs a constant stepsize of 0.0005 was selected. Both Procedure 8 and its exploration sampling variant were
applied with this stepsize. Moreover, a variety of
settings of the customers’ request probabilities were
considered. Each of these settings shows similar ef-

fects, so that within the remainder of this section,
the focus may be placed on one illustrative case. A
nice illustration of the behavior of the two variants
can be obtained for instance from the following setting. Let the individual request probabilities of both
customer 1 and 3 be identical. In particular, assume
that their probabilities of issuing a request within
one single time unit are set to 0.125, which implies
t*2 = 4. Moreover, let the probability of a request of
customer 2 within one unit of time be 4.5×0.125.
This fairly large value is helpful for clearly demonstrating the impact of being aware of t*2. Subject to
this setting of request probabilities, an optimal policy
must yield an expected number of C  1.5687 confirmations
Figure 2 outlines the evolution of the expected
number of confirmations over the first 1,000 iterations of both the exploitation variant. Both variants
update the states of one single trajectory within one
iteration.
At each iteration, the expected number of confirmations of the current valuefunction estimates
n
valuefunction estimates t  std : Vt d , ( std ) is estimated nto the same set of 10,000 randomly generated test trajectories. Thus,in Figure 2 a data point
denotes the average number of confirmations over
these10,000 trajectories.

Figure 2 : Evolution of the solution quality over the first 1,000 iterations of Procedure 8 executing either exploration or exploitation state sampling
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Limited effectiveness

= 135. However, increasing the number of custom32
The previous section shows that perfect antici- ers for example to |I| = 50 implies |St|  10 in cond
pation works well for dynamic routing of a service trast to a umber | s1 | of “only” about 1025postdecision
vehicle with three customer locations. In general, states at one single point in time t. In spite of the
however, perfect anticipation suffers from limited benefits gained from making use of post-decision
effectiveness.
states, a realization of perfect anticipation quickly
Note that the additional challenge of evaluation becomes prohibitive as the number of customers inof expected values has already been overcome by creases beyond |I| = 3. Although some states will
formulation of Bellman’s equations around the post- usually be relevant only in theory, the potential (T
decision state variables.
+1)×| s1d | states to be handled are likely to imply an
The tremendous reduction of the computational
overwhelming computational burden already in the
burden that is enabled by the omission of expected
case of |I| = 10 for example. Additionally, the explovalues is accompanied by a significant reduction of
sion of the computational burden may become much
the size of the state space. As a customer i I may
bigger, because a larger number of customers leads
never be in state rti= 1 immediately after a decision
to an increase of the set of potential decisions.
has been made, the overall size of the state space
If |I| = 3, both the sets Rt of customers that can be
reduces from
(T +1)×(|I|+2)×4|I|down to (T +1)×(|I|+2)×3|I|if post- confirmed at t without a violation of the time horidecision states are considered.
zon and the set M t of feasible locations to move to
Figure 3 illustrates the state space dimensionalnext, may be determined quite easily by means of
ity at an arbitrary point in time t for both the prefull enumeration. However, as |I| increases the numdecision state variables and the post-decision state
variables. The more customer locations a problem ber of possible decisions grows rapidly. As a coninstance comprises, the bigger becomes the gap be- sequence, merely verifying the feasibility of one
tween the numbers |St | and || of pre-decision states single candidate decision may result in a computaand post-decision states at time t. The small instance tional task of nonpolynomial complexity. In view of
the limited effectiveness of perfect anticipation, the
features |I| = 3, which results into |St | =320 and | s1d | next section proposes approaches to approximate an-

Figure 3 : The total number of states that may occur at an arbitrary point in time t.
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ticipation for dynamic routing of a service vehicle.
CONTENTS

system attributes given by the current position of the
vehicle and the customers’ request states. The remaining regular attributes of Ãtare constant. At a
point in time t the value of any attribute except

The following approach to approximate anticipation for dynamic routing of a service vehicle falls
under the general actor-critic framework. In particular, it relies on value function approximation by
means of regression. Although such a high-level categorization of the approach is accomplished quite
easily, the realization of approximate anticipation is
by no means straightforward. In contrast, Sect. 1.2.2
adresses the question of how to derive a decision
model subject to a given system state.

Vt d can be observed. Thus, information about system structure is required in order to derive adequate
surrogates for . Part of the system structure is repre-

Value function approximation

Planned route

As a first step towards value function approximation, the problem of dynamic routing of a service
vehicle is considered from a system perspective. The
elements of a refined system model are summarized
in Figure 1. This model comprises five types of objects. Both the variable and the constant attributes
of customers, depots as well as road links are identical to those appearing in the basic system model.
Merely the vehicle is represented at a slightly more
detailed level. The basic model does not take into
account the fact that in the strict sense the amount T
of time available is an attribute of the vehicle. At
first glance, the time available may seem to be an
attribute of each of the system objects. Yet, on closer
inspection it turns out to belong to the vehicle only,
as, from an economic perspective, the vehicle is a
resource to be utilized and consequently T determines the overall resource capacity. The decision
making agent is defined by four variable attributes.
the agent’s decision at time t resolves into a confirmation operation dtc and a vehicle move operation
dtm. Moreover, the evaluation attributes are given
by the contribution ct as well as the value Vd t of the
post-decision state sd t at time t. Note that the eled
t

d
t

d
t1

d
t |I|

ments of a post-decision state s = ( n , r ,..., r )
must not be represented explicitly in the system
model, as they result implicitly from the predecision
state st = (nt, rt1, rt2,..., rt|I|) and the decision dt =
(dtc,dtm) at time t.
Besides two evaluation attributes and two decision attributes, Ãt comprises a number of variable

sented by the value functions t T : Vt d : Std  R.
Yet, value function approximation requires hypotheses about system structure. Such hypotheses may
be formulated based on the following concepts and
quantities, each of which can be extracted from a
system appearance t at time t:
The planned route xtd is an ordered set whose
elements are given by the customers {i| rtid =2Vi =

ntd } as well as the end depot E. It imposes a sequence on these elements and represents the current
plan for serving every confirmed customer while
traveling from ntd to the end depot, i.e., the first element of xtd is equal to ntd , while the last element is
equal to E.
Route length
The quantity l( xtd ) represents the length of the
planned route xtd . The length is equal to the total of
those distances dist(·, ·), that are associated with the
road links connecting the geographic locations of
the elements of xtd according to the order imposed
by xtd .
Presumed deviation
The quantity pdt(i,) is the product of the request
probability i of customer i and the minimum additional distance to be traveled, if i must be inserted
into . The presumed deviation is of relevance only
with respect to customers that did not request for
service yet. Thus, if at minimal cost such a customer
i is inserted between two subsequent elements j,k xtd ,
the presumed deviation turns out to be pdt(i, xtd )
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=i(dist(j, i)+dist(i,k)+dist(j,k)).
•presumed number of requests: The quantity p
rtrepresents the number of requests, that would be
expected to occur throughout the time horizon, if only
those customers were considered that did not issue
a request until the current point in time t. Thus, the
presumed number of requests can be derived from
the requests probabilities i as

prt   i
i| rti

Given a policy , the true value Vt d , ( std ) of a
post-decision state std at time t may be expressed in
terms of accumulated contributionsCt’(st’) of successor states s t’, i.e.,

Vt

d ,

sumed deviations are likely to increase the capability of making additional confirmations.
Bringing together the influence of the presumed
number of requests and the influence of the capability of making additional confirmations gives rise to
the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1: The higher the ratio of slack and
average presumed deviation turns out to be at time t,
the larger is the expected accumulated contribution
at the following decision time. Any one unit increase
of an arbitrary value of this ratio at time t implies an
increase of the expected accumulated contribution
by the same fixed amount. Thus, at time t
slt

[C t ' ( st ' )



d
t

(s )  [Ct ' (st ' )
In general, an accumulated contribution Ct’(st’)
is – to a certain extent – determined by the number
of customers that issues a request within (t...T]. Consequently, there is an influence of the number of these
d ,

d
t

i|rt i

pd t

slt





i|rt i

pd t

prt
(3)

prt
Note that the right hand side of Eq. 3 yields cus-

slt
tomer as unit. Thus, the ratio



i| rti

pdt

prt

customers on the value Vt ( s ) . At time t, an upper bound of the number of future requests is given
by the number of customers with rti= 0. Additionally
taking into account the customers’ request probabilities suggests that there is a correlation between the
presumed number of requests prt and the post-decision state value . In the special case of prt = 0, the
presumed number of requests fully determines

may be considered as the presumed number of
confirmed customers, in opposition to the expected
number of confirmed customers denoted by the
leftmost expression of Eq. 3.
Hypothesis 1 may be consulted for a value func-

Vt d , ( std ) i.e., prt = 0 Vt d , ( std ) = 0. In many other
cases, a larger value of prt is ikely to result into more
future confirmations, which implies a larger value
of the post-decision state st.
However, the correlation between prt and

g0 ( t ) 

Vt d , ( std ) may be weak. A larger value of prtwill
not result into an increase of Ct(st) without the capability of confirming additional requests. At time t
this capability is determined by both the available
surplus of travel time and the travel time that is required for visiting additional customer locations.
While the former is represented by the slack slt at t,
an approximation of the latter may be gained by summing up the presumed deviations pdt of those customers that did not request for service until t. Both a
larger amount of slack and a smaller total of pre-

tion approximation that is basedon gt( std ) = ( g0
(t)), with

slt



i| rt i

pdt

prt

(4)

Letting rt = ( rt 0 ) and imposing an information
structure
(5)
Vd ( r , g ( sd ))  r 0 g 0 ( )
6

t

t

t

t



t

leads to a total of T different approximate value
functions. This kind of value function approximation makes use of a single preprocessing operation

g0 (t).A value returned by (t)relies on the slack,
the presumed number of requests as well as the presumed deviations extracted from the system appearance tat time t. As postulated by Hypothesis 1, a
value function in the sense of Eqs. 4 and 5 assumes
the same marginal utility rt 0 of a presumed confir-
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mation for any any state std Std that occur at time t.
While this assumption applies to many situations,
there also are situations in which it proves to fail. In
this scenario, the requesting customer 1 receives a
confirmation and the vehicle could either remain at
gS or move on to g1 immediately. The discussion
shows that moving on to g1increases the likelihood
of an additional confirmation. Yet, applying g6(·)to
both the decision state s6d ,m = (1,3,0,0)resulting from
decision d 6m = ({1},1)and the post-decision state =
(0,2,0,0)resulting from decision d6w = ({1},0) produces exactly the same numbers of presumed confirmations. At this point, an approximate value function V d derived from Eq. 5 ignores the fact that the
6

utility of a presumed confirmation is higher if
thevehicle moves on to g1 instead of waiting at gS.
Consequently, the following refinement of Hypothesis 1 may be considered.
Hypothesis 2: The higher the ratio of slack and
average presumed deviation turns out to be at time t,
the larger is the expected accumulated contribution
at the following decision time. Subject to the current vehicle position, a one unit increase of an arbitrary value of this ratio at time t implies an increase
of the expected accumulated contribution by the same
fixed amount. Thus, for each possible vehicle position at time t,
[C t ' ( st ' )

slt



i|rt i

pd t

slt





i|rt i

pd t

prt
(6)

prt
Hypothesis 2 represents an alternative to Hypothesis 1 and may be consulted for a value function
approximation that is based on gt( std ) = ( g0 (t), g1
(t)) with
(7)
g1 ( t )  ntd
An information structure allowing for different mar-

ginal utilities rt= ( rt 0 ,..., rt|I| )of a presumed customer
with respect to different post-decision vehicle pod
t

sitions n at time t, is then given by

Vtd ( rt , gt ( std ))  rt0 g0 ( t )

(8)

This structure generates T different approximate
value functions, with a single value function comprising |I|+1 parameters . Naturally, the more finegrained Hypothesis 2 is reflected in a larger number
of parameters to be determined. As a consequence,
the computational effort for deriving the approximate value functions from Eq. 8 is likely to be significantly higher than the effort implied by Eq. 6.
Decision model identification
Selection of a type of value function approximation determines the structure of the objective functions for decision making within an actor-critic
method. In the case of dynamic routing of a service
vehicle, the structure of the full decision model at a
time t comprises one of the value function approximations. As a result, the optimization problem to be
solved at t is of type
Pt '  ({dt | d tc  Rt  dtm  M t },| d tc | Vt d (rt , gt (std ))

(9)

with Rt being the sets of requesting customers
that may be confirmed without a violation of the time
 being the permitted vehicle moves
horizon and M
t

subject to the confirmation decision dtc.
Two steps are required for deriving a decision
model from Eq. 8. On the one hand the parameters
rtof the approximate value function must be set. On
the other hand, the candidate decisions making up
the set of feasible decisions at t must be identified.
A candidate decision dt = (dtc,dtm) is feasible, if a
planned route xtd with slt( xtd )  0 exists. Thus, feasibility can be taken for granted if a route satisfying
this condition can be specified. One approach to
checking the feasibility of a candidate dt consists in
solving the optimization problem

Pt x  ( X td , slt ( xtd ))

(10)

with X td being the set of planned routes that may
be constructed at time t subject to dt. Solving Problem Pt d by means of an exact algorithm returns a
planned route xtd ,* 1

 xtd  X td : slt ( xtd ,* )  slt ( xtd )

(11)

In general, the availability of xtd ,* is both necessary and sufficient for making a definite statement
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about the feasibility of dt. Clearly, feasibility is
granted if slt ( xtd ,* )  0, while dt is for sure infeasible in case slt ( xtd ,* )
0. However, finding xtd ,*
may be prohibitive, as the optimization problem of
Eq. 9 represents a variant of the traveling salesman
problem. The latter belongs to the class of NP-complete problems, which means that an exact algorithm
that guarantees a global optimum within polynomial
runtime cannot be provided up to now.
Fortunately, in many cases a definite statement
about the feasibility of dt can be made by considering a route xtd xtd with xtd xd t  xtd ,* . Insofar as
implies slt ( xtd )0, the candidate decision dt can for
sure be categorized as feasible. Thus, a non-optimal
solution to Problem 7.9, which can be specified at a
relatively low computational cost, may be sufficient.
As discussed such a solution can be generatedby
means of either heuristics or metaheuristics. Like
most
optimization
techniques,
the
GRASPmetaheuristic has been successfully applied
in many different contexts. Moreover, GRASP shows
nice scaling properties, allowing for the method to
either degenerate into a normal heuristic or to gradually unfold the qualities of a metaheuristic at the expense of a higher computational effort. For these reasons, GRASP is used for checking the feasibility of
a candidate decision in the following. The resulting
Procedure requires a candidate decision d|k and a
planned route xdk1 as input.
GRASP( d

k

, xdk 1 )

 0
FOR NUMBER OF GRASP-ITERATIONS DO
d

X  setBaseRoute( x

k 1

, d k m )

X  ConstructGreedyRandomizeSolution(x, d k c )
X  LocalSearch(x)

if sl k ( x)   then
xdk  x

  sl (x d )
k

END
END

k

Hypothesis 3: Let dtc be a candidate set of confirmations at time t. Then, in general the most important tradeoff subject to a confirmation of dtc is
whether the vehicle should wait at its current location nt or move on to another geographical location.
Against the background of the preceding discussion, Hypothesis 3 may be consulted for approximating the set of feasible decisions Dt(st). Both

dtw and d tm are promising candidate decisions that
focus on different characteristics of the successor
state. Considering only those two movement operations per candidate set dtcleads to an approximate
 (s of feasible decisions. This set can be
set D
t

t)

specified as
 ( d , xd )
 (s )=   ( R ) D
D
d tc
t
tc
t
t
t
with
a=dist (nt,(2))
{dt | dtm  {nt , xtd (2)}} :sl t ( xtd )  0
d
d
 ( d , x d ) = {dt | dtm  xt (2)}:  a  slt ( xt )   1 (12)
D
tc
t
d

 : slt ( xt )   a

As a result, an optimization problem resulting
from Eq. 8 may be replaced by a problem of type
 (s ),| d | V d ( r , g (sd ))
(13)
P ''  (D
t

t

t

tc

t

t

t

t

CONCLUSIONS
However, adhering to the actor-critic framework
does not necessarily lead tomore effective decisions.
Possibly, the positive effect of the actor-critic
principleis blurred by the hypothetical character of
the downgrade from perfect anticipationto approximate anticipation. This article exclusively focuses
on perfect anticipation. It develops three consecutive approaches to deriving perfect anticipatory decisions, each of which pursues the principle of dynamic programming. The first approach is given in
terms of the elementary methods of dynamic programming. These provide the foundation of the second approach, which additionally consults simulation techniques and is known as forward dynamic
programming. Forward dynamic programming implies a quite large family of methods that this article
summarizes under the actor-critic framework. This
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framework serves as a basis of model free dynamic
programming representingthe third of the approaches
to perfect anticipation. Concerning model free dynamic programming, the use of post-decision states
proves to be of particular relevance, because this
type of state may lead to a significant increase of the
effectiveness of perfect anticipation.
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